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Introduction
Most political science theories have observable implications regarding the positions, stances, and opinions voiced in spoken or written text messages. Whether societal actors communicate in a positive, neutral, or negative manner about political objects presents valuable empirical information that helps disentangling arguments about contemporary collective decisionmaking.
Thus, automated sentiment analyses have a high appeal for applied empirical research in political science. With the increasing digital availability of political messages, scoring large amounts of texts along predefined sentiment weights of the contained terms rests on intuitive assumptions and comes with a high level of human supervision. But this only works if the underlying sentiment weights adequately reflect term usage in the political context of interest. The technically more advanced literature recently offered context-specific machine-learning approaches (e.g., Ceron, Curini, & Iacus, 2016; Hopkins & King, 2010; Oliveira, Bermejo, & dos Santos, 2017; Van Atteveldt, Kleinnijenhuis, Ruigrok, & Schlobach, 2008) , sometimes paired with crowd-sourced training data (Lehmann and Zobel 2018; Haselmayer & Jenny, 2017) , in this regard. Yet, especially in projects where expressed sentiment is only one variable in a broader analytical setup, the computational, financial, or human resources required for such approaches can quickly offset the comparative advantages that led to conducting an automated analysis in the first place. In contrast, sentiment analyses based on readily available dictionaries are much less costly to implement but require information on dictionary validity. While there is a validated list of English terms (Young & Soroka, 2012) , similar resources for other language contexts are rare (Mohammad, 2016) .
Thus, this note provides and tests a dictionary for analyzing sentiment expressed in German political language. The employed dictionary as well as all replication materials are permanently available at https:// doi.org/10.7910/DVN/BKBXWD (last accessed: 03.05.2018). When using these tools, please refer to this article as well as the SentiWS and GPC dictionaries on which it is built.
After briefly introducing the basics of dictionarybased sentiment analyses in 'Premises, promises and problems of automated sentiment scoring' section, I discuss, combine, and augment two linguistic sentiment dictionaries in the following section. The third section applies these resources in three typical settings of political language-parliamentary speeches, party manifestos, and media coverage-to assess their performance against human judgment. These tests highlight that in particular, the augmented dictionary reliably distinguished positive and negative messages in political contexts. But they also draw attention to more general methodological issues that warrant caution for interpreting dictionary-based sentiment scores as interval or even ratio-scales. The 'Conclusions' section pulls the findings together and provides a couple of pragmatic suggestions for applied research.
Premises, promises, and problems of automated sentiment scoring Most schools of contemporary political science would agree that politics happens in and through some form of text-be it speech acts, position papers, negotiation protocols or media reports, and commentaries, for example. Modern political science has thus quite intensively made use of content analysis methods, but the increasing availability of such texts in digital form has sparked particular interest in the (semi) automated analysis of large document corpora (for overviews, see Cardie & Wilkerson, 2008; Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) . More and more, automated text analysis spills over into different subdisciplines of applied political science (e.g., Klüver, 2011; Ramey, Klingler, & Hollibaugh, 2016; Rauh & Bödeker, 2016; Wilkerson, Smith, & Stramp, 2015) .
Corresponding methods often rely on rather strong assumptions about text generation or build on machine-learning techniques, but dictionary-based methods follow a much simpler intuition. They rate texts along predefined term lists referring to a priori known categories. Counting such term-level markers in the texts of interests then provides the basis for inferring whether a text relates to one or another of these categories. This rather simple idea has been employed since the early days of automated content analysis, with the General Inquirer (Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilvie, 1966) and DICTION (Hart, 1984) being the landmark political science examples.
Already these early applications aimed at capturing the subjectivity transported in and by political messages. The exact terminology and conceptualization vary over quasi-synonyms of 'subjectivity' and 'sentiment' including, for example, 'appraisal,' 'polarity, ' 'tone,, or 'valence.' 1 What unites these approaches is the idea that the affective content of texts produced in the political process reveals information about the underlying opinions, stances, and attitudes. In this vein, large-scale quantitative information about the subjectivity in political messages is very appealing for various niches of political sciences: if texts are carefully selected to capture the political objects or actors of interest, then the sentiment expressed in these messages can be interpreted as communicated political stances that present relevant empirical evidence for an extreme breadth of political science research questions.
To measure the sentiment of political messages then, the analysis resorts to predefined lists of terms supplying quantitative weights on positive and negative connotations, counts the presence of these terms in the texts of interest, and finally aggregates their relative rate of occurrence to some sort of comparative measure, usually by normalizing it to the overall number of terms in the given text. A typical net sentiment score (cf. Young & Soroka, 2012: 215) is thus given by Sentiment ¼ # positive terms À # negative terms # all terms
This measure, also used in the remainder of this note, is then interpreted as a relative gap between positively and negatively connoted language. In a seemingly convenient manner, it ranges between −1 and +1 where a score of .5, for example, is interpreted as 50% point overweight of positively connoted language, indicating a fairly positive sentiment of the text. These sentiment scores appear to be a rather straightforward means to comparatively analyze subjective stances in large amounts of political messages. First, the assumption that the sentiment expressed in a piece of text is a function of the sentiment born by its individual terms seems pretty intuitive. Second, the method is rather transparent and replicable. And third, implementation is easy: Once a machine-readable dictionary with term-level sentiment weights is available, counting and aggregating is a rather trivial task for most modern data analysis environments.
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There is also no terminological consensus in linguistics or computer sciences. Correspondingly, what I here describe as dictionarybased sentiment analysis may also be presented as 'opinion mining,' 'subjectivity analysis,' or 'appraisal extraction' (e.g., see Pang & Lee, 2008: esp. Section 1.5).
Taken together, dictionary-based sentiment analysis seems substantially relevant, is rather intuitive, comes with a high level of human supervision, and is relatively easy to implement.
However, these premises and promises can also be questioned. While sentiment analyses are extremely reliable and transparent, simply employing an off-theshelf dictionary does not automatically lead to valid conclusions. Seen through the lens of canonical methodological discussions about content analyses (Krippendorff, 2003: esp. Ch. 13) , especially semantic and structural validity of sentiment scores are at stake.
First, sentiment dictionaries, like all content analysis tools, are invariably context-dependent. Consider that the term-level weights in most publically available dictionaries are actually generated in online marketing applications (Pang & Lee, 2008) . But the expression of positive or negative sentiment does not have to work along identical terms in, say, a shopper's review of the most recent SLR camera on the one hand, and in the prime minister's speech on a current foreign policy crisis on the other. At best, such dictionaries contain many terms not used in political language, which leads to inefficient sentiment scores. At worst, terms in these dictionaries hold a positive connotation in their original context, while conveying a negative tone in political contexts or vice versa.
Second, from the perspective of structural validity in a given language, the assumption that sentiment in a text is a simple function of individual term weights could be an oversimplification. In this regard, irony and negation are key challenges. In both cases, a human receiver of the respective text message would easily spot that the sentiment of individual terms is cancelled or even flipped. A simple word-count algorithm, however, fails to do so. Irony has actually little term-level markers while negation can, in principle, be captured by going beyond the analysis of unigrams and incorporating at least some grammatical rules of the given language. In any case, political scientists would want to know how the analysis' ignorance of irony and negation affects their interpretations of sentiment.
Third, an often overlooked challenge is the representativeness of the employed dictionary in a given language context. Sentiment scores will arguably only be efficient and unbiased if the respective dictionary terms occur roughly as frequently in the overall language as terms with similar 'true' sentiment weights that have not made it to the dictionary. Given the power-law distributions of term frequencies (Zipf, 1935) , this seems to be a pretty heroic assumption. In any case, larger dictionaries are preferable. Furthermore, dictionary-based sentiment analyses implicitly assume that a dictionary's internal balance of positive and negative terms reflects the corresponding balance in the overall language. Otherwise, sentiment scores calculated along Equation (1) cannot be interpreted as a ratio-scale, on which a score of 0 actually reflects 'neutrality.' To avoid these three validity pitfalls, in summary, an ideal sentiment dictionary would • be as encompassing as possible, • reflect the balance of positive to negative terms in the respective language, • offer means to handle negated terms, and • reflect term-level sentiment as used in political language.
The 'true' values of these criteria are unknown, otherwise a 'smaller' sentiment lexicon would not be needed. But they serve as useful guides in comparing and optimizing dictionaries. Ultimately, however, dictionary performance has to be assessed against reasonable benchmarks in a well-known environment that represents typical language usage for the envisaged applications. The remainder of this note follows these ideas. The next section discusses an optimization of existing German sentiment resources before the subsequent section compares their performance against human coders and plausible expectations in typical contexts of German political language.
Constructing a sentiment dictionary for German political language
Typically, dictionary construction starts in an inductive manner by letting humans judge the term-or document-level sentiment of example texts drawn from the context of envisaged application. Further terms are then often added by resorting to frequent co-occurrences, collocations, or synonyms of the terms for which sentiment orientation is already known. With a view to build a resource that works across different contexts of German political language, however, I refrained from constructing the dictionary from scratch. Rather, I exploit resources that capture sentiment in the German language more generally to only then optimize the dictionary for political science applications with the above derived criteria in mind.
I start from two freely accessible and widely cited German sentiment lexicons developed by computer linguists.
2 The first resource used is the Sentiment Wortschatz, or SentiWS for short, developed at the Natural Language Processing Department of the University of Leipzig (Remus, Quasthoff, & Heyer, 2010) .
3 It contains 1,650 negative and 1,818 positive words (adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs) which resolve to 16,406 positive and 16,328 negative terms if the supplied inflections are taken into account. These lists were constructed along a semiautomated, threestep procedure. First, the authors automatically translated the General Inquirer categories 'Pos' and 'Neg' (Stone et al., 1966) and manually revised the German results. Second, they analyzed term frequencies in a set of 5,100 positively and 5,100 negatively rated online product reviews, identified the 200 most discriminating terms by a statistical co-occurrence analysis, and added them to the dictionary. Third, to retrieve additional term-level markers for positive and negative sentiment, they fed the resulting list into a German collocation dictionary to retrieve additional terms with high semantic similarity. In the original source, the resulting SentiWS dictionary was validated against term-level sentiment rates by two human coders in 480 sentences randomly drawn from various online fora.
The second resource used here is the GermanPolarityClues lexicon (GPC, Waltinger, 2010a, b) . 4 It is also built along a multistep procedure.
Starting point is the automatic translation of two existing English language dictionaries-Subjectivity Clues (Wiebe, Wilson, & Cardie, 2005) and SentiSpin (Takamura, Inui, & Okumura, 2005) where up to three German translations were accepted for each term and sentiment direction is inherited from the English sources. The results of this translation were then manually revised to remove ambiguous terms and to enrich the dictionary further with the most positive and negative synonyms of the existing terms. The final GPC dictionary comes with 17,535 positive and 19,825 negative terms and was so far validated against a support vector machine classifier trained on 1,000 Amazon product reviews. Both resources offer rather general and encompassing lists of term-level sentiment in the German language. But with regard to validity in explicitly political contexts, three caveats should be noted: First, despite their lengths, the actual content of both dictionaries is far from being identical. SentiWS offers four positive terms not contained in the GPC, but the latter offers a surplus of 2,064 positive and 4,421 negative terms. Second, only the GPC offers negation control with 290 bigrams to capture selected negation patterns. And third, both dictionaries were developed and so far mainly validated in the context of online product reviews while their construction also involved quite some human interpretation with unknown biases. Against the criteria for valid sentiment dictionaries derived in the preceding section, this clearly leaves room for dictionary optimization and calls for succinct testing in political language contexts.
In the quest to render the dictionary as encompassing as possible, I first combined both term sets. Then I constructed a simple regular expression to reflect bigram negations of each term in the resulting dictionary, flipping its sentiment weight. 5 To optimize 2 After intense research based on German linguistics departments and conferences, this actually seems to be the population of German sentiment lexicons that are publically available under Creative Commons licenses. One possible addition is the 'Leipzig Affective Norms' lexicon which, however, are limited to 1,000 nouns rated into more detailed emotional categories that do not easily map onto a more general positive/negative connotation (Kanske & Kotz, 2010 Specifically, the regulation follows the pattern '(nicht|nichts|kein|keine|keinen) TERM,' thus capturing all German ways of direct bigram negation while still disregarding more complex negation patterns on the clause level, for example. The 'Dictionary validity in typical settings of German political language' section provides some orientation on how frequently these patterns affect the resulting sentiment scores.
context fit a priori, I opted against the fine-grained polarity weights supplied by each dictionary as these were statistically derived from online review data. Rather, I resort to the general positive (+1) or negative connotation (−1) only. Finally, the combined list was subjected to an intense manual review which, among other things, removed or corrected terms that arguably have no or an ambiguous sentiment in German political language. 6 Note, furthermore, that the analyses presented here avoid part-of-speech (POS) tagging for computational reasons. In effect, this means that terms with identical spelling but different POS tags in the dictionary have been collapsed to single observations while 11 terms for which the term-level sentiment weight differed across the POS function had to be removed.
7 Taken together, the subsequent validation exercises resort to the two extant linguistic resources and the augmented sentiment dictionary summarized in Table 1 .
Some implementation intricacies have to be noted. The dictionaries are prepared such that each term comes with exactly one whitespace left and right to identify full terms only. This has to be matched in the text vectors to be scored. Furthermore, preprocessing as used in the following included the complete removal of numbers and punctuation as well as setting the remaining terms to lower case. Furthermore, the bigram negation patterns in the augmented dictionary are first replaced by a unigram marker in the text vectors before the latter are counted and aggregated into the final sentiment scores. 8 Finally, given their extreme frequency and absent sentiment information, I opted for removing stopwords before counting the overall number of terms in the texts to be scored. 9 This only affects the denominator of Equation (1), rendering our aggregate sentiment scores somewhat more evenly distributed. Along these parameters, we can now have a look on how well the dictionaries perform in settings that should be rather close to typical political science applications.
Dictionary validity in typical settings of German political language
Plenary debates: rating random sentences from Bundestag speeches
The first validation effort resorts to parliamentary debates and relies on a random sample of 1,500 sentences drawn from the corpus of all MP speeches in the German Bundestag 1991-2013 as presented by Rauh, De Wilde, and Schwalbach (2017) . 10 The sampled sentences contain between 1 and 139 terms with a mean length of 19.26 (see Appendix A for details). Such short coding units present a very challenging context for dictionary- This first concerned 51 terms that seemed either completely irrelevant for political contexts-such as 'Schwimmschlammzerstörer' (floating sludge destructor). But it also concerned 225 terms that are presumably frequently mentioned in political language for which, however, no a-priori sentiment assumption seemed reasonable-consider examples such as 'Abstimmung' (coordination or vote), 'Debatte' (debate), 'Zoll' (tariff or customs), but also 'Arbeitslosigkeit' ('unemployment'). Finally, I added 145 terms representing missing inflections of terms that were already in one of the source dictionaries. A full list of manual changes is provided in the replication package accompanying this manuscript.
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For example, the German term 'Würde' would come with a positive sentiment as a noun where it means 'dignity,' while it has a slightly negative sentiment as a verb where it denotes conjugative speech meaning 'would.'
8
For example, 'nicht schön' or 'keine freude' is not part of the dictionary itself but have to be replaced by 'NOT_schön' or 'NOT_freude' in the source texts and is then matched by sentiment weights of −1 accordingly.
9
I have employed the list of 231 German stopwords used in the Snowball Stemmer project, which can be accessed at http:// snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/german/stop.txt (last accessed: 25.07.2016).
10
The sentences were collected by randomly sampling 1.500 of all 149.832 speeches in the Bundestag corpus. Based on punctuation patterns, each speech was then sliced into individual sentences to then randomly pick one sentence from each speech. The sampling script is provided in the replication package.
based sentiment analyses, simply because there is little term-level information that can be matched by the counting algorithm. But in prominent political science content analyses-think of quasi-sentences in the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) (Volkens, Bara, & Budge, 2009 , see also below), the core-sentence approach in mobilization studies (Hutter, Grande, & Kriesi, 2016) , or claims analysis in the public sphere literature (Koopmans & Statham, 1999 )-short coding units of approximately single sentence length are rather common.
So, how do the sentiment dictionaries fare in this environment? Let us first look at the distributions of scores in Figure 1 . Two observations are particularly noteworthy. First, the univariate distributions on the diagonal of the figure are extremely 'peaked' with much more observations at the zero points than a normal distribution would suggest. This is most pronounced for SentiWS which results in a score of 0 in 666 of the 1,500 sentences (44.4%). But while its spread is visibly larger, the strong tendency toward supposedly neutral scores also holds for the considerably larger GPC dictionary which retrieves zero scores for 498 (33.2%) of the sampled sentences. The augmented dictionary with its more enhanced negation control improves this on a minor scale: 474 of the sampled sentences (31.6%) are classified as neutral with regard to expressed sentiment.
The second key observation is that scores from the three dictionaries are positively and robustly correlated as the combination of the linear (solid line) and the more flexible locally smoothed fit (dashed line) in the lower panels shows. Framed positively, this finding indicates that all three seem to measure a similar construct and that even the rather small SentiWS dictionary already offers a pragmatic resource to tap into this concept. Framed negatively, in this challenging sample of small coding units, a significantly larger dictionary size and an enhanced negation control do little to improve the results.
11 In the sample of 1,500 sentences from plenary speech in the German Bundestag, the more advanced dictionaries change the sentiment judgment only for a few cases.
But for applied researchers, it is much more important to know whether this high level of agreement matches some sort of 'true' distribution of sentiment in the sentences under analysis. The obvious approach to address this question is systematically comparing the sentiment scores to the judgment of human coders. This also makes sense from an inferential point of view: Most content analyses in the social and especially the political sciences assume some sort of 'sender-messageaudience' framework where the analysis of the message is not a purpose in itself but mainly serves to draw conclusions about the sender, the audience, or their relationship (Neuendorf, 2001: Ch. 3). In the running example of Bundestag speeches, for example, we might be interested in the position an MP wants to communicate to her electorate with the respective speech. Comparing automated sentiment scores to the human decoding of the respective message presents the most reasonable benchmark.
However, human judgment should not be taken as a gold standard. In fact, the methodological content analysis literature revolves almost entirely around controlling human biases, predispositions, and situational disturbances. Automated sentiment scoring should have reliability advantages in this regard. And they deliver information at a much higher resolution. Calculating the net sentiment score as presented in the preceding section results in a fine-grained scale that would overburden any comparative human judgment on sentiment. This implies that any comparison between automated scores and human judgment cannot be matched exactly and will come with some amount of error. Ideally, though, this error should not lead to systematic biases between automated and human judgment. With this in mind, I asked three human coders to rate the 1,500 sampled sentences. The coders were one female and two male political science students, all German native speakers with no prior experience in automated text analyses and no specific information about the experiment's purposes. They accessed the individual sentences in an author-written, browser-based survey tool without further context (see screenshots in Appendix A). It asked coders for the basic sentiment that they perceive in a given sentence, allowing them to choose among 'negative,' 'positive,' or 'neutral' (with the latter option being the fallback for possibly lazy coders). Each coder rated all 1,500 sentences. In order to avoid fatigue, the coders could freely distribute the coding task along six chunks of 250 sentences each over a time span of 3 days. Running order of the sentences was randomized within and across these chunks to avoid possible halo effects.
This setting forces human coders to rely to the same term-level information that the scoring algorithms use as well. But for our purposes, important differences still apply. First, human judgment might come with personal biases triggered (e.g., by specific political issues appearing in the sentences). Second, unlike the sentiment algorithm, human coders knew that they were dealing with political language and can be assumed to adjust their judgment given prior experience in the German context. And third, we can reasonably assume that the human coders have an advantage over the algorithms in processing negation and irony correctly. In these respects, the experiment
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The negation control along the bigram inversion described in 'Constructing a sentiment dictionary for German political language' section affected 78 sentences (i.e., 0.05% of the sample used in this section).
isolates the typical challenges of semantic and contextual validity of dictionary-based analyses we have identified earlier.
For an initial comparison, I forced the continuous sentiment scores to the same three-point scale that the humans faced. A sentence with a sentiment score with a 1 standard deviation above the sample mean was coded as 'positive,' scores undercutting a 1 standard deviation below the mean were coded as 'negative,' and everything in between was considered 'neutral.' Based on this common scale, we treat the three humans and the three dictionaries as independent coders (detailed results in Appendix A).
This exercise shows that the three human coders themselves were not particularly well equipped to capture the sentiment transported by the individual sentences. They fully agreed in less than 60% of all cases only and with a value of .68 Krippendorff's alpha, a common reliability measure which corrects for chance agreement, is at the lower border of the area that is usually considered sufficient. This is hardly surprising given the little contextual and term-level information that was available for coding.
More important for the validation goals of this article, this initial exercise highlights lacking agreement between humans and machine-generated sentiment scores. On the three-point scale constructed here, all six coding approaches (three humans and three dictionaries) agree only in one quarter of the 1,500 sentences. The rank correlations in Appendix A exhibit a low match between humans and all three dictionaries, where the augmented dictionary performs slightly better than the GPC and especially the SentiWS resources.
Where does this disagreement between human and machine coding come from? One possible source of error is the arbitrarily chosen cutoff point for the sentiment scores used in this exercise. While the data would allow us to inductively estimate more optimal thresholds, these would hardly be generalizable to other applications. But Table 2 reveals a more general message on why humans and dictionary-based sentiment scores disagree in this sample. In fact, in most deviating cases, humans detected some sentiment while the dictionary-based scores indicated neutrality.
On the one hand, personal biases might push human coders to see political sentiment where there objectively is none. On the other hand, and more important for our purposes, the sentiment scoring algorithms come with an inbuilt neutrality bias. To see that, recall that the GPC dictionary, as the longest one in the current comparison, delivers 37,360 terms in total. Consider furthermore that the overall corpus of Bundestag speeches from which the classified sentences were drawn contains approximately 600,925 unique terms.
12 Assuming that this is a good representation of the German language and assuming that term-frequency distributions are normally distributed (which they tend to be not), this would mean that for every encountered term there is roughly only a probability of .06 that it is matched in the GPC dictionary. In other words, for any given term there is a 94% chance that the dictionary finds no sentiment. Taking into account that the sampled sentences are on average 19 terms long and again assuming a normal distribution of term frequencies for simplicity, the likelihood that an individual sentence contains no term-level sentiment information thus amounts to approximately .94 19 = .31. Thus, our baseline expectation is to find numerical 'neutrality' in at least one third of coding units of this particular sample. And this does not yet consider that sentiment weights of individual terms might cancel each other out. The take-away message is that even fairly large sentiment dictionaries are biased toward a zero score that can hardly be always interpreted as true 'neutrality' of the text message. Note: For automated coding, a sentence is coded as 'neutral' when falling in between one sample standard deviation below and above the sample mean.
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Against heavy debates among linguists, I use a very crude measure here. Information on unique terms is derived by pooling all speeches, removing all grammatical punctuation and numbers, setting everything to lowercase, splitting tokens along whitespaces ('\\s+'), collapsing the data to unique observations, and counting the number of resulting rows.
But this comparison is also very strict thus far: We have asked how well a sentiment score replicates human classification in individual coding units. However, we have also seen that human classification itself is far from being perfect. In many large-N applications applied research might be satisfied with a sentiment score that gets the tendency right. Thus I devise a second strategy to render human judgment and machine scoring comparable. Rather than reducing the resolution of the sentiment scores, it renders human judgment more fine grained. The idea is that ambiguities in human judgment capture the strength of the sentiment transported by a given text (cf. Young & Soroka, 2012: 215) . Along this line, human judgment was classified as 'clearly positive/negative' if all three coders agreed, was coded as 'rather positive/negative' where only a majority of two coders opted for the respective sentiment, and all remaining sentences received a 'neutral' label (the latter being the case in 44.7% of the sampled sentences). Figure 2 plots the mean sentiment scores and their bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals across these five categories of human judgment.
Comparing the performance of the three dictionaries against each other, we see that the SentiWS on average produces positive scores only. This suggests utmost caution when interpreting sentiment scores on a ratio scale. In Table 1, we have seen that the SentiWS comes with a roughly equal balance of positively and negatively connoted terms, whereas the GPC and the augmented dictionary are tilted roughly toward a 12% overweight of negative terms each. Figure 3 suggests that the latter is closer to the 'true' balance of positive and negative terms in German political language. The scores from both the augmented dictionary and the GPC exhibit much steeper slopes from the most negative to the most positive categories thus equally outperforming the SentiWS in discriminating among human majority votes on sentiment in individual sentences. The GPC and the augmented dictionary perform almost equally well here, where the latter exhibits only a marginally wider spread between the most extreme categories of human judgment.
It should be noted, however, that this works better in the realm of positively connoted language. For both the GPC and the augmented dictionary, the mean differences across the 'neutral,' 'rather positive,' and 'clearly positive' are statistically significant. This does not equally hold for sentences that human coders have judged as expressing negative sentiment. While a statistical approach would discriminate the 'clearly negative' and the 'neutral' category, the 'rather negative' would not be significantly distinguishable from these extremes. A closer look on the full distribution of individual dictionary scores (Appendix A) shows that this is mainly due to a couple of 'false positives.' Thus, I qualitatively analyzed the 72 sentences on which the human coders agreed on a negative sentiment while the sentiment dictionaries indicated an overweight of positive terms. While there where a few instances that contained terms with clearly negative connotation in political contexts but no representation in the dictionary, most of the other instances could be traced to the use of subjunctive constructions, more complex negation patterns, and inferences for which some contextual knowledge about German political debates seems necessary. Table 3 presents some illustrative examples.
Complex negations and subjunctive constructions indicate natural limits of term-level sentiment coding. But the qualitative analysis indicates the presence of these phenomena is also frequently associated with a finite set of term-level markers. Examples are the ubiquitous 'nicht' for complex negation, or subjunctive verbs such as 'hätte,' 'würde,' or 'könnte.' These markers do not necessarily bear an own sentiment weight but they might provide anchor points to depress the weights of other terms in the respective context. Future research could exploit the replication data offered with this note to develop meaningful coding rules in this regard.
Furthermore, dictionary-based coding could be improved by filling missing terms. In practice, however, this is an endless endeavor that also risks tilting the balance of positive and negative terms toward the particular context from which the sample texts are drawn. For dictionary validation, the cases where human interpreters presumably used contextual knowledge to judge the sentiment of sentences from parliamentary speeches are more challenging. Contextual information-such as knowing that the otherwise positively connoted term 'beruhigen' (calm down) might indicate negative sentiment in the direct interaction of MPs-cannot be part of a dictionary-or, more generally, any bags-of-words-based method of automated text analysis. For our purposes here, contextually driven errors raise the question how well the dictionaries perform in other political contexts beyond parliamentary interaction.
Partisan campaign messages: scoring directional manifesto categories
Another context that is highly relevant for applied political science research is partisan campaign messages. Thus, this section compares dictionary performance against one of the largest political science content analyses, the CMP (see Budge, Klingemann, Volkens, Bara, & Tanenbaum, 2001; Volkens et al., 2009 ). The CMP relies on human coding of policy preferences expressed in electoral manifestos of now more than 1,000 parties from 1945 until today and publishes corresponding data in various aggregations.
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Human coding starts with unitizing each manifesto's text into quasi-sentences (i.e., grammatical constructs that are supposed to contain one and only one political argument). These coding units are then assigned to exactly one category from an encompassing coding scheme. While the project is firmly rooted in the saliency theory of partisan competition and thus focusses on selective issue emphasis (Budge 1982) , over time some interest in positional partisan conflict became reflected in the coding scheme. Corresponding categories come as item pairs indicating the same issue with a 'positive' and a 'negative' version. For these directional categories, coders have to decide whether a quasisentence expresses partisan support of or opposition to a given political issue.
We will exploit these categories based on the intuition that support and opposition are traceable on the term-level as well. In other words, we assume that a party pushing an issue couches this in positively connoted language, while a party wanting to express opposition will use a much more negatively connoted terminology. Then the automatically retrieved sentiment scores should mirror the human classification into positive and negative categories. If this travels over the different political issues, we have a strong signal of the dictionaries' validity in debates with varying substantial content.
Again human classification is far from a perfect 'gold standard,' however. On the one hand, the deterministic coding and aggregation of quasi-sentences might overestimate the certainty of a data generating process where stochastic human errors affect both the writing and the parsing of manifestos (Benoit, Laver, & Mikhaylov, 2009 ). On the other hand, the manifesto coding efforts have also been criticized for their unobservable error. Each manifesto is usually handled by one coder only, making the results susceptible to all sorts of personal biases that adversely affect the codes' reliability (Mikhaylov, Laver, & Benoit, 2012) . Thus also in this example, perfect replication of individual human codes cannot be our benchmark. Rather, the question is how well the sentiment scores get at least the tendency in the directional manifesto items right.
To build a corresponding data set, I first identified all directional categories in the manifesto scheme. Then I then accessed the most recent version of the Manifesto Corpus (Lehmann, Matthieß, Merz, Regel, & Werner, 2016 ) via the extremely convenient R wrapper for the database's API (Merz, Regel, & Lewandowski, 2016) . The tool does not only offer the quantitative data set but also grants direct access to an extensive set of human-annotated full-text data. I retrieved all German-language quasi-sentences from German, Austrian, and Swiss party manifestos published after 1998. This leaves a total of 14,008 quasisentences from 26 unique parties in 11 elections between September 1998 and September 2013 available for analysis. Table 4 shows that text availability varies over political issues. The categories 'Internationalism,' 'European Union,' and 'Labor Groups' also exhibit a strong overweight of positively connoted arguments. Furthermore with 9.6 terms on average, the individual quasi-sentences are very short. Thus automated coding might be even more strongly biased to zero. Yet, SentiWS scores indicate a zero in 5,505 cases (39.3%), the GPC in 4,423 cases (31.6%) and the augmented dictionary in only 3,929 cases (28.1%). This is not significantly worse than what we have observed in the Bundestag sentence sample above. Language in party manifestos seems more pointed, using more subjective language than parliamentary debates. Yet and still, about one third of coding units are classified as containing zero sentiment which bears heavily on our comparison here, because human coders had no 'neutral' category available. Figure 3 plots the mean sentiment scores with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the three dictionaries and the directional CMP categories available. The leftmost panel in this figure assesses the scores across all 14,008 quasi-sentences under analysis. Three things stand out. First, all three dictionaries can, on average, distinguish quasi-sentences that human coders have considered negative from those they have perceived as positive. The differences in means are statistically highly significant for each dictionary, but their discriminatory power varies: the mean difference between human-coded positive and negative categories is .054 for the SentiWS scores, but increases to .077 for the GPC and .085 for the augmented dictionary. Second, the mean sentiment scores again populate only a very limited range of the theoretically possible scale, which is arguably due to the high share of numerically 'neutral' cases highlighted earlier. And third, we again see that also the scores for categories human coders considered negative tend to land in the positive range of the scale. Like for the parliamentary sentences above, in particular the SentiWS dictionary but also the other two seem to perform worse in identifying negative as opposed to positive messages. In sum, the aggregate message is pretty similar to what we found above: the sentiment scores get the gist of human coding right but the findings raise doubts with regard to interpreting them on an interval and especially on a ratio scale.
The remainder of the figure highlights notable variation over the different issue categories. With regard to 'Foreign Special Relationships' and a 'National Way of Live,' the retrieved scores actually tend to be in the negative range where human coders saw opposition to these political issues. In these two categories, also the discriminatory power of the sentiment scores seems to be greatest as judged by the mean distances. And while all three dictionaries show significant mean differences in 8 of the 10 categories, neither dictionary can reasonably discriminate opposing from supportive signals in the realms of 'Constitutionalism' and 'Protectionism.'
To gain a better impression of the underlying errors, I again took a qualitative look on cases of strong disagreement between humans and machines. Table 5 presents the most extreme cases by including observations where the sentiment score from the augmented dictionary was above an absolute level of .75 in one direction and the human coder classified the quasi-sentence in exactly the opposite direction. Along this extreme criterion, the dictionary produced two 'false positives' and seven 'false negatives. ' Two things become clear. First, all of these examples are extremely short. And in all of these instances the human coders has, whether rightly or wrongly, applied quite some contextual knowledge to fit these small bits of text into the coding scheme. That the terms 'soziale Ausgrenzung' (social exclusion) and 'Armut' (poverty) in examples five and six each indicate a partisan argument in support of multiculturalism can hardly be inferred from the text bits alone. Likewise seeing why the extremely positive term 'independent' in the first example is a message against internationalism is impossible without knowing the immediate context of this coding unit. Second, human coders following the CMP scheme often interpret opposition to something as support for another thing. While the sentiment scoring just sees a negative message if 'suffering,' 'stress,' and 'exhaustion' are mentioned as in example 8, the human coder-rightly or wrongly-adds workers to the picture to then interpret this as partisan support of organized labor. Similarly, from the fact a party manifesto presents globalization in extremely positive language as in example 2, the human coder has derived a signal against protectionism. Taken together, the far-off cases seem to result from a combination of strong dependency on contextual human interpretation on the one hand and very little term-level information for sentiment scoring on the other. The former is a challenge for the manifesto scheme; the latter presents a 'natural' limitation of the automated methods discussed here.
But again most applied political science research will hardly be interested in classifying short, individual quasi-sentences. Rather, the aggregate message a party sends on a given political issue in a given election will be of interest. This opens the opportunity to pool text bits into larger coding units that offer more term-level information to the scoring algorithms. Inferring a party's EU position is a typical application in this vein. Research relying on CMP data usually resorts to the so-called net-support measure which captures the overweight of pro-EU (per108) over anti-EU (per110) quasi-sentences as a share of the total number of coded units in a manifesto. The measure is not uncontested and comes with a range of implicit assumptions (Marks, Hooghe, Steenbergen, & Bakker, 2007) , but given its prevalence in EU studies it presents an interesting validation benchmark. I pooled all text units coded as either pro-or anti-EU to party/election level. This reduces the data set to 56 unique observations. I then scored the text blocks with the augmented dictionary. Figure 4 plots the results against the standard human net-support measure.
Note first that the left Figure panel suggests much less neutrality bias than we have observed in the above examples. After stopword removal, the pooled EU sentences have an average length of 348.7 terms. In these longer coding units, a zero score is detected only twice by the SentiWS and the GPC dictionaries (3.6%) and only once by the augmented dictionary (1.8%). The longer the text units are, the more likely it is that a sentiment algorithm takes a decision.
The assessment of whether automated scoring replicates the typical human coding of partisan EU support repeats four messages that we have already distilled in the earlier experiments. First, the righthand panel of Figure 8 underlines once more that the sentiment scores discriminate well between manifestos that send a supportive EU message and those that contain an overweight of EU opposition according to the human-coded net-support scale. Second, uncertainty of the mean scores is again much higher for messages that humans have coded as negative. Third, the human indicator of neutrality-the netsupport measure is usually interpreted on ratio level -does hardly fall together with the zero point of the scale emerging from the automated scores. Rather, the numerical range of sentiment scores again tends toward the positive side of the theoretically possible scale. Errors in detecting negative language seem systematic and are most likely due to complex negation and subjunctive constructions. Fourth, despite getting the tendency right, there is only a weak correlation of .22 between the sentiment scores and the continuous net-support measure if we take the full scales of human and machine coding into account (blue regression line). This correlation seems to be almost completely leveraged by the mean differences left and right of the human scale's zero point. Looking either into the negative (left dashed regression line) or the positive range (right dashed line) of the human-coded scale only, the evidence suggests no linear relationship. Taking these four messages together and assuming, for a moment, that the human-coded net-support scale is a valid measure of partisan EU positions, leads to one conclusion: while the augmented dictionary reliably distinguishes positive from negative messages, caution is warranted when interpreting the sentiment scores as an interval and particularly as a ratio scale.
Media coverage: scoring published sentiment during the 'Causa Wulff'
The third and final validation exercise completes the picture by analyzing dictionary performance in media coverage, another highly important context for applied political science. Rather than only comparing automated scoring to explicit human coding, this validation exercise also assesses how well the dictionary scores replicate human intuition on media reporting during a recent scandal on the German president.
The President of Germany is a rather ceremonial office awarded to persons with high moral integrity.
However, on December 13, 2011, the major German tabloid Bild broke the news that the then President Christian Wulff had not been honest about a house loan from a befriended entrepreneur during an earlier parliamentary investigation, subjecting him to strong allegations of favoritism and unethical behavior. The affair heated up further when it became known in early January 2012 that Wulff had personally tried to stop the initial report, among other things by leaving a rant and threats on the personal mailbox of Bild's chief editor. After intense public debates and the initiation of a formal investigation, Wulff finally resigned on February 17, 2012, quoting the decline of publical trust as a reason. This was then followed by further revelations and debates on whether Wulff was entitled to the former Presidents' honorarium.
We exploit this 'Causa Wulff' as a natural experiment on expressed sentiment in German political news coverage. Standing above the woes of electoral competition, the nature of the office initially lets us expect neutral or even positive sentiment in news coverage on the President. This, however, should significantly change over the unfolding scandal where intuition would let us expect that the initial Bild report on the loan affairs and probably also the publication of the call affair are relevant break points that push expressed media sentiment on President Wulff into the negative domain. To test this expectation, I resort to the Nexis 'ZEITNG' group resource which contains full-text coverage of 265 German language newspapers, journals, and agency reports. I retrieved all articles that featured 'Wulff' in the headline and that were published between October 2011 and April 2012 to then preprocess and score these texts as specified above. In total 4,038 individual articles matched the above criteria, with clear publication peaks after the initial report on the loan affair, the publication of the call affair and finally the resignation (Appendix C).
These articles offer a more natural and contextually complete coding unit of political text as compared to the random speech sentences and the manifesto quasisentences assessed above. In addition, with a sample average of 512 terms per article, they offer more termlevel information available for scoring. Accordingly, we find smoother distributions and much less numerical 'neutrality.' Along the SentiWS only two articles receive a zero score, while the GPC and the augmented dictionary with their more adequate term balance and their enhanced negation controls classify 148 (3.7% of the sampled observations) and 227 cases (5.6%) as neutral, respectively. These differences warrant a closer look on disagreements among the three scoring algorithms in the sample at hand. Figure 5 plots the respective distributions. Again we see that the SentiWS scores fall almost entirely in the positive range of the scale and result in a rather right-skewed distribution. The GPC scores make the most negative judgment on average but come with an almost symmetrical distribution that, however, exhibits a minor bump close to the presumably 'neutral' zero point. Finally, with its more encompassing negation control, the augmented dictionary produces scores that distribute rather symmetrically around a mean that also comes closest to zero. In this sample, thus, the latter dictionary most closely reflects the idea of term-level net sentiment scores described in 'Premises, promises and problems of automated sentiment scoring' section. Figure 6 furthermore highlights that the three scoring algorithms are much less correlated than in the earlier examples. With more term-level information available, the markedly longer dictionaries are much more sensitive and thus disagree more often with the SentiWS scores, in particular where the latter detects relatively extreme positive sentiment. But also the GPC and the augmented dictionary scores disagree to some extent on these longer coding units. The enhanced negation control of the augmented dictionary again leads to fewer cases around a value of zero sentiment and it pushes the mean upward, especially in cases where the GPC sees rather strong negative or positive sentiment. These improvements are marginal, but the distribution of the augmented dictionary scores comes closest to the idea of interpreting sentiment scores on a ratio scale.
This finding is also emphasized by comparing the automated dictionary scores of the newspaper articles to the judgment of human readers. For an initial validation in this context, I drew a random sample of 100 articles from the 'Causa Wulff' corpus and asked two additional human coders to assess whether the individual newspaper articles convey a positive or negative message.
14 The human coders agreed on the basic direction of the respective media reports in 87% of cases in this sample and like in the above Bundestag example I took their majority vote as the indicator for human judgment. 'Clearly positive' or 'clearly negative' are those articles on which both coders agreed while those with differing human judgment are considered 'neutral' or unclear. Figure 6 presents the comparison of this indicator to the mean sentiment scores derived from the three dictionaries.
Again the SentiWS scores only fall into the positive range of the scale and, more importantly, cannot reliably distinguish among human judgments despite more term-level information in this corpus. In contrast, the GPC and the augmented dictionary scores perform much better by exhibiting a clearly positive slope across the scale of human judgment which discriminates 'clearly negative' from 'clearly positive' judgment in a statistically significant manner despite a rather small sample size. As suggested above, the augmented dictionary approximates a ratio scale of sentiment best: The observed slope is rather linear and, unlike for the GPC, the average sentiment score for texts that humans perceive as 'clearly negative' or 'clearly positive' is significantly different from zero.
Yet, does this rather good approximation of human judgment also translate to a valid mapping of how the German media covered the political scandal during the 'Causa Wulff'? To tackle this final validation
14
The coders have not taken part in the earlier presented experiments and were two male native German speakers with a political science background and no prior information about the purpose of the test. Article order was randomized for each coder. The sampling procedure, the resulting sample of texts as well as the human codes are available in the replication package. exercise, Figure 7 presents a slightly smoothed perspective on daily sentiment variation according to the augmented dictionary over key stages of the unfolding scandal. As expected, especially the initial publication of the loan affair in mid-December is associated with a pronounced, statistically highly significant, and lasting slump of sentiment expressed in Wulff-related media coverage. Likewise, the publication of the call affair in January is related to a statistically significant drop in sentiment in newspaper articles discussing Christian Wulff. Yet, this effect is less pronounced and temporally much more contained. In the subsequent weeks, average sentiment fluctuates but drops again shortly before Wulff's resignation when public prosecutors announced an official investigation. After the resignation, the sentiment scores briefly indicate recovery but drop again markedly in late February when the discussion on Wulff's honorarium sets in and further perks he enjoyed during private holidays become publically known.
While we lack a benchmark to validate the absolute size of these effects, the relative temporal dynamics of the dictionary-based scores clearly conform to our expectations on media sentiment during this recent scandal on the President of Germany.
15

Conclusions
Many contemporary political theories have observable implications in textual data, which are nowadays often digitally accessible. Dictionary-based sentiment scoring thus has a high appeal for applied political science research: it promises to uncover relevant information about expressed political stances from large text corpora along a seemingly intuitive idea and at rather low cost. Adding to the availability of validated resources in this regard, this note introduces a sentiment dictionary for German political language by combining and augmenting two extant resources from computer linguistics. Three experiments in typical political science contexts-plenary speech, party manifestoes, and media coverage-produce valuable insights on the validity of the three tested resources. While the SentiWS dictionary does not perform very well in Figure 7 . Sentiment in Wulff-related media coverage over the unfolding political scandal.
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A brief comparison with the other dictionaries in Appendix C ( Figure C3) shows that also SentiWS and GPC would identify the loan and the call affairs as significant break points in media sentiment on Wulff. But we find disagreement with regard to the size of these effects, the baseline sentiment, and the speed with which media sentiment recovers after Wulff's resignation. political language contexts, the GPC lexicon already offers acceptable results when compared against human judgment and intuition. With its enhanced negation control and the removal of politically ambiguous terms, the augmented dictionary improves this further: like the GPC it reliably discriminates political language that humans receive as either positively or negatively connoted, but exhibits slightly more discriminatory power, less neutrality bias and, in result, better distributional properties As such, the augmented dictionary published with this note offers a useful addition to the toolkit available to applied political science research.
Beyond the particular resource, however, the three validation exercises also offer more general advice for applied research. Dictionary-based sentiment analysis and its standard output of normalized term overweight are not as intuitive as it seems at first sight. Three things, in particular, have to be taken into account when interpreting numerical sentiment scores in a political science context. First, even for long dictionaries and particularly in short coding units, sentiment scores are most likely biased toward zero. This bias can be roughly assessed by comparing the dictionary size to the number of unique terms in the application's language and applying the resulting term-level likelihood of finding any sentiment to the average length of the coding unit in the sample under analysis. If the resulting baseline expectation seems inacceptable, and if theory as well as sample size allow, pooling the text of coding units is a promising remedy for this challenge.
Second, a sentiment score of or close to 0 cannot be readily interpreted as representing true neutrality of the message. The comparisons in this note highlight substantial disagreement on the absolute level of sentiment across dictionaries where the augmented dictionary most closely approximates a symmetrical distribution around the zero point. Thus, caution is warranted when interpreting sentiment scores as a ratio-scale. As a remedy, the experiments so far suggest that the best cutoff point for robust discrimination between positive and negative language is the respective sample mean. In other words, the validation exercises suggest to derive relative rather than absolute inferences from the sentiment scores. This also holds when comparing across contexts with deviating language patterns, such as the comparison across different political issues presented in the manifesto example. In such settings, within-context normalization seems warranted.
Third, the evidence presented in this note suggests that sentiment scoring works better for positive than for negative messages. This might vary over languages, but here it is apparently driven by the more complex negation and subjunctive patterns in the German language. This unequal performance, however, raises doubts on whether the resulting sentiment scores can be interpreted as an interval scale. Applied researchers are well advised to check the distributional assumptions when using sentiment in analyses requiring interval-level variables. If they are not met, reducing the scores to ordinal scales and check the finding's robustness against different cutoffs seems to be a pragmatic way forward. . Rank correlations of human-and dictionary-based sentence classification. Note: Despite their common roots also the sentiment dictionaries achieve no significantly better 'inter-coder reliability' than humans. The univariate distributions shown in Figure 1 in the main text together with the 1-standard deviation cutoff point for text classification suggest that particularly the SentiWS dictionary with its much lower spread disagrees frequently with the other two automated procedures. For applied research, wishing to reduce automated scores to discrete ordinal scales means that the robustness of the resulting inferences should be checked against different cutoff points. Note: A total of 1,500 randomly sampled sentences from Bundestag speeches coded as 'positive,' 'neutral,' or 'negative.' Figure C3 . Histogram of article lengths in 'Causa Wullf' sample.
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